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Abstract: The objective of this study is to numerically investigate the temperature and heat
transfer characteristics of the voice coil for a woofer with and without bobbins using the
thermal equivalent heat conduction models. The temperature and heat transfer
characteristics of the main components of the woofer were analyzed with input powers
ranging from 5 W to 60 W. The numerical results of the voice coil showed good agreement
within ±1% of the data by Odenbach (2003). The temperatures of the voice coil and its
units for the woofer without the bobbin were 6.1% and 5.0% on average, respectively;
lower than those of the woofer with the bobbin. However, at an input power of 30 W for
the voice coil, the temperatures of the main components of the woofer without the bobbin
were 40.0% higher on average than those of the woofer obtained by Lee et al. (2013).
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1. Introduction
Speakers are designed to reproduce the audio signals that they receive, project them at a higher
level and provide a greater spread of sound above the normal acoustic level of the input powers [1].
Speakers are normally used with amplifiers to amplify the higher acoustic levels for providing a
pleasing sound with greater spread. The speakers and equipment for applications, such as portable
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devices, vehicles and indoor and outdoor theaters, are mainly decided by the usage purposes and the
available space, capacity and performance. The speakers are divided with regard to the types and
structures of the units into tweeters, midrange and woofers [2]. Generally, the units of these speakers
consist of a damper, bobbin, voice coil, top plate, yoke, magnet and bottom plate, as shown in Figure 1.
These parts have important roles in deciding the performance of the speakers [3]. Figure 1 shows a
cross-sectional view of the tested woofer. The voice coil is a key unit of the speakers that performs
energy conversion across the electrical, mechanical and acoustic components [4]. The energy conversion
efficiency of the voice coils is under 10%, due to thermal and mechanical losses of over 90%, as the
input power supplied to the voice coil is transformed into audio sound signals [5]. When operating the
speakers for a very long time with excessive input power, the voice coils could experience lower sound
quality and harmonic distortion, due to a high temperature. In addition, in rare, but severe, cases, this
could cause a fire [6]. Therefore, to improve the sound quality and the performance stability of the
speakers, studies on the heat transfer characteristics of the voice coil and its units are necessary.
Recently, Chang et al. (2013) experimentally and numerically investigated the total harmonic
distortion (THD) in a moving-coil loudspeaker. They suggested a novel approach to reduce the THD
of a moving-coil loudspeaker with non-linear parameters and supplied a 10% reduction of THD by
displacing the initial position of the voice coil [7]. Hong et al. (2004) studied the performance
improvement of a diaphragm for a micro-speaker using the Taguchi method in discrete design space.
They reported that the second natural frequency of the diaphragm for the micro-speaker decreased by
37%, while maintaining a twisted mode shape [8]. Lee et al. (2013) analyzed the temperature
characteristics of the voice coil for a woofer using a ferrofluid with the input acoustic signals. As a
result, the temperature of the voice coil for the woofer with the ferrofluid was 51.0% lower than that
without ferrofluid at an input power of 40 W [9].
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the tested woofer (cross-sectional view).

However, precise and concise studies on the temperature of heat transfer characteristics and on
improvements for the performance of the woofer have been limited. Therefore, the objective of this
study is to numerically investigate the characteristics and enhancement of the heat transfer of the voice
coil for a woofer with and without bobbins using the thermal equivalent heat conduction models. In
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addition, due to the critical limitation of the maximum power of the woofers with the ohmic heat
generated by the voice coils, the temperature characteristics of the voice coil for the tested woofer with
and without a bobbin were observed while varying the input power.
2. Numerical Analysis
2.1. Numerical Method
A 200-W woofer with an 8-inch diaphragm consisting of a damper, bobbin, voice coil, top plate,
yoke, magnet and bottom plate was investigated, as shown in Figure 1 [10]. The damper located over
the voice coil could support the vertical motion of the voice coil and diaphragm. The bobbin was made
of polyimide, which has heat-resistant properties. Like the human voice, the goal of the voice coil is to
generate sound when input power is supplied to form a magnetic field. The voice coil was made of
copper wound around the bobbin. Both the top and bottom plates were made of pure iron and were
used for the magnetic field flow control and the magnetic field strength enhancement generated by the
permanent magnet. The permanent magnets used in woofers are generally divided into ferrite, alnico
and rare earth elements. The permanent magnet used in this study was of the ferrite type. The magnet
generates a magnetic field to interact with the magnetic field generated by the voice coil.
Table 1. Specifications of the woofer.
Components

Damper
Bobbin
Voice coil(with bobbin)
Voice coil(without bobbin)
Top plate
Permanent magnet
Bottom plate
Yoke

Size (D × d × H, mm)

Specifications

75 × 45 × 16
36 × 35 × 35
36.7 × 36.5 × 14
36.7 × 35.2 × 27
100 × 39 × 6
111 × 60 × 17
D: 100, H: 6
D: 35, H: 23

Fiber paper
Polyimide
Copper
Copper
Pure iron
Ferrite
Pure iron
Pure iron

A yoke consisting of pure iron was located at the center of the woofer for both the magnetic field
flow control and the magnetic field strength enhancement generated by the voice coil [11]. Table 1
shows the specifications of the main components for the woofer. The notations used in Table 1 were D
(Outer Diameter), d (Inner Diameter) and H (Height). 3D modeling of the woofer was done using
SolidWorks.
Figure 2 shows the configurations of the 3D modeling for the woofers with and without the bobbin.
In order to analyze the effect of the bobbin, woofers with and without a bobbin were considered, as
shown in Figure 2a,b respectively [12]. The heat transfer analysis was numerically performed using
commercial numerical analysis software (ANSYS CFX, FLUID FLOW Tool) [13]. The mesh map of
the tested physical model was made using tetrahedron elements with a maximum size of 2.0 mm and
minimum size of 0.01 mm, comprising 406,210 elements and 74,372 nodes. Figure 3 shows the mesh
map of the physical model. The heat transfer of the woofer was analyzed using the k-ε model [14].
Table 2 shows the numerical conditions used in the simulation. The temperature and pressure of the air
inside the woofer system were set to 25 °C and 101.3 kPa. The gravitational force was 9.8 m/s2.
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Additionally, the nominal impedance of the woofer was 8.0 Ω. In order to calculate the voice coil
temperature, the input power supplied to the voice coil of the woofer was varied from 5 W, 15 W, 30 W,
45 W to 60 W. The working fluid was air. Table 3 shows the thermodynamic properties of the main
components for the woofer. The thermal conductivities of the pure iron, copper, permanent magnet and
air were 60.5, 401, 50 and 2.61 × 10−2 Wm−1 K−1, respectively. The specific heat capacities of the
pure iron, copper, permanent magnet and air were 4.34 × 10 2 , 3.85 × 10 2 , 4.0 × 10 2 and
1.0044 × 103 J kg−1 K−1, respectively.
Figure 2. Configurations of the woofer with and without a bobbin.

(a) With bobbin.

(b)Without bobbin.

Figure 3. Mesh map of the model.

Table 2. Numerical conditions.
Components
Woofer (allowable max. power, W)
Working fluid
Pressure (kPa)
Input power (W)
Temperature (K)
Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
Nominal impedance (Ω)

Specifications
200
Air
101.3
5, 15, 30, 45, 60
298
9.8
8.0
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Table 3. Thermodynamic properties of the woofer.
Components

Specifications

−3

Density (kg m )
Specific heat capacity (J kg−1 K−1)
Thermal conductivity (Wm−1 K−1)
Thermal expansivity (K−1)
Density (kg m−3)
Specific heat capacity (J kg−1 K−1)
Thermal conductivity (Wm−1 K−1)

7854
4.34 × 102
60.5
7.5 × 10−4
8933
3.85 × 102
401

Ferrite magnet

Density (Kg m−3)
Specific heat capacity (J kg−1 K−1)
Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)

7300
4.0 × 102
50

Air (25 °C)

Density (kg m−3)
Specific heat capacity (J kg−1 K−1)
Thermal expansivity (K−1)
Dynamic viscosity (kg m−1 K−1)
Thermal conductivity (Wm−1 K−1)

1.185
1.0044 × 103
0.003356
1.831 × 10−5
2.61 × 10−2

Pure iron

Copper

2.2. Heat Transfer Models
Figure 4 shows the convergence criterion of the numerical analysis for the woofer with the bobbin
at an input power of 15 W and an ambient temperature of 298 K. The temperature of the tested voice
coil was increased with time. After 130 s, the temperature increased steadily and converged at 439 K.
Then, the deviations of the voice coil temperature were within 10−3. Figure 5 shows the heat transfer
models using the equivalent thermal circuit methods. The equivalent thermal circuit models with a
combination of the serial and parallel configurations were developed for the prediction of the voice
coil temperature of the tested woofers with and without the bobbins [15,16]. The temperatures of the
tested woofers were predicted using the developed thermal models.
Figure 4. Convergence criterion of the numerical analysis.
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Figure 5. Heat transfer models using the thermal equivalent circuit technique for the
tested woofers.
Top plate
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Voice Coil Bobbin
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(a) Woofer with the bobbin.
Top plate

Bottom plate
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q
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Yoke
(b) Woofer without the bobbin.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Validation
Figure 6 shows the voice coil temperature of the tested woofer with the bobbin in comparison with
the results by Odenbach (2003) [17]. Both results were compared with input powers ranging from 5 W
to 60 W. The numerical results show good agreement within ±1% of the data by Odenbach (2003) [17].
In addition, the voice coil temperature of the woofer increased linearly with the input powers. The
voice coil temperature could be theoretically calculated using Equation (1). The temperature increase
of the voice coil could be calculated by the resistance increase with the rising of the input power, as
mentioned in Ciprian (2005) [18].
Rth = Tcoil/Pe
where Pe is the applied electric power.

(1)
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Voice coil temperature (K)

Figure 6. Voice coil temperature of the tested woofer with the bobbin in comparison with
previous data.
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3.2. Heat Transfer Characteristics
Table 4 shows the heat transfer characteristics of the woofers with and without the bobbins and
input powers ranging from 5 W to 60 W. Because the heat of the voice coils is generated
proportionally to the increase of the input powers, the heat generated at the voice coils by the input
powers was transferred toward the center direction of the other components, as shown in Table 4. The
heat of the voice coil was transferred to the top plate and then to the permanent magnet. In addition,
the heat transfer from the voice coil to other components of the woofer without the bobbin was
superior to that with the bobbin. This is because the heat transfer area of the voice coil of the woofer
without the bobbin was increased with the decrease of the thermal resistance.
Table 4. Heat transfer characteristics for the main components of the woofers with and
without the bobbin varying with the input power ranging from 5 W to 60 W.
Input
Units

5W

15 W

30 W

45 W

60 W

Speaker with
the bobbin

Speaker
without the
bobbin

Figure 7 shows the effects of the bobbin on the voice coil temperature for the woofers with the
input powers. The voice coil temperature of the woofer without the bobbin was 6.1% lower on average
than that with the bobbin within the tested input power ranges, because the heat generated at the
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woofer without the bobbin with the input powers was dissipated effectively with less thermal
resistance [19]. Furthermore, the effects of the bobbin were increased with the input powers. The voice
coil temperature of the woofer without the bobbin at the input power of 60 W was decreased by 104 °C
compared with the woofer with the bobbin. This is because the heat transfer rate of the voice coil of
the woofer without the bobbin was faster than that of the woofer with the bobbin, as shown in Table 4.
Figure 7. The effects of the bobbin on the voice coil temperature for the woofers with the
input powers.
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Figure 8 shows the temperature and heat transfer characteristics of the main components, except for
the voice coil, for the woofers with and without the bobbin. The temperatures of the main components
of the woofer without the bobbin were 5.0% lower on average than those of the woofer with the
bobbin. The temperatures of the top plate for woofers with and without the bobbins increased by
160.0% and 128.9%, respectively, with the increase of the input powers from 5 W to 60 W. However,
the increasing rate of the temperature of the main components for the woofer without the bobbin was
lower than that of the woofer with the bobbin. In addition, the temperature of the top plate for the
woofer without the bobbin was 12.0% lower than that for the woofer speaker with the bobbin at an
input power of 60 W. Based on the results of Figures 7 and 8, the bobbin was a key parameter related
to the heat transfer of the main components for the woofers. Its effect was greater with the input
power increasing.
Figure 9 shows the temperature characteristics of the components of the ferrofluid and normal
woofers obtained from Lee et al. (2013) [9]. At the input powers of 10 W and 50 W of the voice coil,
the main components of the woofer without the bobbin tested in this study showed lower temperatures
than those of the woofer with the bobbin obtained from Lee et al. (2013) [9], although they showed
higher temperatures than the ferrofluid woofer. Generally, the ferrofluid woofer shows more effective
heat transfer characteristics than the normal woofers [20]. At the input power of 30 W of the voice
coil, the temperatures of the main components of the woofer without the bobbin were 9.8% lower on
average than those of the ferrofluid woofer obtained from Lee et al. (2013) [9]. However, they were
40.0% higher on average than those of the main components of the ferrofluid woofer obtained from Lee
et al. (2013) [9].
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Figure 8. Temperature and heat transfer characteristics of the main components for the
woofers with and without the bobbins.
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Figure 9. Temperature characteristics of the main components of the ferrofluid and normal
woofers at an input power of 30 W.
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Temperatures computed in this study are theoretically obtained by the numerical model applying
the simple thermal equivalent heat conduction methods, but practical values would limit the
temperatures to lower values. In addition, for improving the reality of the simulation model, we will
consider and develop the thermal modeling of the woofer considering the transient phenomena
reflecting the frequency and input power effects in the next article.
4. Conclusions
The temperature and heat transfer characteristics of the voice coil and its components for the
woofers with and without bobbins using the thermal equivalent heat conduction models were
numerically investigated with the input powers. The effects of the bobbin on the temperature and heat
transfer of the voice coil and the main components for the woofers were also considered. The
numerical results of the voice coil with the input currents showed good agreement within ±1% of the
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data by Odenbach (2003) [17], and the voice coil temperature of the woofer increased linearly with the
input powers. The presence of the bobbin was a very important parameter related to the temperature
and heat transfer characteristics of the main components of the woofers. The heat transfer from the
voice coil to other components of the woofer without the bobbin was superior to that with the bobbin,
due to the enhanced heat transfer rate and reduced thermal resistance at the voice coil of the woofer
without the bobbin. The voice coil temperature of the woofer without the bobbin was 6.1% lower on
average than that with the bobbin with all input powers. The temperatures of the main components of
the woofer without the bobbin were 5.0% lower on average than those of the woofer with the bobbin.
The temperatures of the top plate for the woofers with and without the bobbins increased by 160.0%
and 128.9%, respectively, with the increase of the input powers from 5 W to 60 W. At the input power
of 30 W of the voice coil, the temperatures of the main components of the woofer without the bobbin
were 9.8% lower on average than those of the woofer obtained from Lee et al. (2013) [9]. However,
they were 40.0% higher on average than those of the main components for the ferrofluid woofer
obtained from Lee et al. (2013) [9].
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